A Doonesbury Special

ROSS TRUDEAU 2

ACROSS
1. Buttsy's less-toxic pal Mr. ___
4. Second "Doonesbury" character to appear in the strip
8. B.D.'s PTSD counselor
13. Na or Fe: Abbr.
15. "___ it my way"
16. "Heaven forbid!"
17. Whip
18. ; ; ;
20. Layouts
22. One of 62-Down's twin boys
23. Character a.k.a. Toggle
24. Landed
25. Volcano fallout
27. 42-Across's chief of staff
30. Perform a Catholic ceremony
34. "Wise" bird
35. Porridge for Oliver Twist
37. "Hell ___ no fury ..."
39. The "U" in E.U.
41. Boopsie and B.D.'s daughter
42. Late Congresswoman Davenport
43. Ex-WaPo Journalist Redfern
44. Hang loosely
46. Gym unit
47. Cloud Mark avoids at protests
50. Stick (to)
52. "___-hoo!"
53. Until
54. Mani-pedi locale
57. "___ Misérables"
59. Big Italian coffee brand
63. Where Chiefs and Royals play
66. Film spool
67. The "A" in Neil A. Armstrong
68. Gumbo veggie
69. Zonker's "uncle"
70. Played (with)

71. Darjeeling and Earl Grey, e.g.
72. Intimate act that Zonker's never had

DOWN
1. ___ Redfern, a.k.a. "Sorkh Razil"
2. French greeting
3. "Doonesbury" is in its 50th
4. More teary-eyed
5. What "i.e." stands for
6. Rosenthal who dropped out of MIT because it was "too easy"
7. Falco of "The Sopranos"
8. Self-centeredness
9. "OMG that comic is 2 funny!"
10. Jimmy Thudpucker, to fans
11. Actress Hathaway
12. Mediocre
14. "Dude!"
19. Potter's material
21. Straighten
26. "That comic is too funny!"
27. Soup du ___
28. Take responsibility for something
29. Elmont's plastic-wrapped wife
30. JCPenney's competitor
31. ___ mater
32. "___ bleu!"
33. Control the wheel
36. Org. that grades beef quality
38. Overpromote
40. "___, boomer" (2020 meme)
42. Sony or LG product, for short
45. Yellow tropical fruits
48. Journalist Hedley who started on the Saigon sports desk
49. Departs
51. Squirrel away
53. Extremely
54. 32-card trick-taking game
55. ___ Alto, CA
56. Lippincott with a panel on the AIDS Quilt (in real life!)
58. "The fighting young priest" Sloan
60. Ruler of Mt. Olympus
61. J.J.'s husband a.k.a. "Uncle Stupidhead"
62. M.I.T. grad who went into labor at her Ph.D. ceremony
64. Lay eyes on
65. "I Like ___" (old campaign slogan)